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Powder-Metallurgical Process for Producing Metallic Microchannel Devices

Tatsuya Ohmi, Masashi Takatoo*, Manabu Iguchi, Kiyotaka Matsuura and Masayuki Kudoh

Division of Materials Science and Engineering, Graduate School of Engineering,
Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060-8628, Japan

We investigated a simple and economical method for producing free-form microchannels in metal bodies. The concept for our process is
based on a microscopic infiltration phenomenon that often occurs during liquid phase sintering of a mixture of metal powders with different
melting points. A shaped compound of the metal powder with lower melting point and an organic binder are used as the sacrificial core that gives
the shape of the microchannel. A body-metal powder compact that includes the sacrificial core is sintered at a temperature between the melting
points of the sacrificial-core metal and body metal. The organic binder is removed during heating of the powder compact, and infiltration of
molten sacrificial-core metal into the body-metal powder produces a microchannel and a lining layer. We examined following combinations of
metal powders: titanium-aluminum, nickel-aluminum, copper-tin, and iron-copper. Metallographic observations confirmed that microchannels
were produced in the metallic bodies in all these systems. Furthermore, in the case of the titanium body metal with an Al-Cu alloy sacrificial-core
metal, the inner wall of the microchannel was smoother than the case of titaniumwith aluminum. The copper content of the sacrificial-core metal
influenced the composition and structure of the microchannel lining. [doi:10.2320/matertrans.47.2137]
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1. Introduction

A microchannel is a thin channel with a characteristic
dimension of several tens or hundreds of micrometers.
Remarkable progress has been made in recent years in
microchannel device technology.1,2) Metallic microchannel
devices have attracted interest for small-scale heat exchang-
ers or microreactors for highly exothermic reactions. A
detailed review of microchannel heat sinks was presented by
Phillips.2) Papautsky et al. described a low-temperature
process for surface fabrication of metallic microchannels on a
silicon or glass substrate using electroplating and photo-
lithography.3) Rebrov et al. reported their study on the
activity and heat transfer characteristics of several micro-
reactors for the ammonia oxidation reaction, which is a
strongly exothermic reaction.4)

One of the most important topics in the study of metallic
microchannel devices is configuration of a method to
fabricate microchannels in metal bodies. Some microchan-
neling processes have been proposed, including precision
mechanical machining, such as micro-end milling or micro-
turning, photoetching, micro-electro discharge machining,
laser or electron beam machining, and galvanization.5,6) All
these processes are methods of manufacturing structured
surfaces. However, methods to fabricate microchannels
directly in bulk metals would be more beneficial from a
practical standpoint.

We recently investigated a powder-metallurgical micro-
channeling process using a metal powder and a wire of
another metal as raw materials.7,8) The concept for the
process is based on a microscopic infiltration phenomenon
that often occurs during liquid-phase sintering of a powder
mixture of different metals, e.g., a mixture of titanium and
aluminum. A thin aluminum wire with a controlled shape is
used in this microchanneling process instead of aluminum
powder. Figure 1 illustrates the supposed microchanneling

mechanism. A titanium-powder compact containing shaped
aluminum wire is sintered at a temperature above the melting
point of aluminum. Liquid aluminum that originates from the
wire flows into narrow capillaries between the titanium
powder particles during sintering of the powder compact and
reacts with the titanium particles to produce Ti-Al interme-
tallic layers that surround the cavity formed at the site
initially occupied by the aluminum wire. Thus, the micro-
scopic reactive infiltration generates the formation of a
microchannel that is the same shape as the original wire.
Alternatively, the aluminum wire acts as a sacrificial core that
gives the shape of the microchannel and as an aluminum
source for the resulting intermetallic lining.

Figure 2 shows the structure and aluminum-concentration
profile in a lining layer produced in a Ti-Al specimen. The
concentration ranges of the equilibrium phases at the
sintering temperature, 1473K, are also shown in the figure.
The lining layer is constructed in a concentric configuration
and consists of three sub-layers. The aluminum concentration
in the innermost sub-layer (from x ¼ 0 to 100 mm) is in the
range from 35 to 63mol%. In a Ti-Al binary alloy phase
diagram,9) the equilibrium phases in the concentration range
are alpha-titanium solid solution and TiAl at the sintering
temperature 1473K, and those at room temperature are
Ti3Al, TiAl and TiAl2. For the second sub-layer (from x ¼

Fig. 1 Microchannel formation mechanism.
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100 to 200 mm), the aluminum concentration range is from 25
to 35mol% and the corresponding phases are alpha-titanium
and beta-titanium at 1473K, and Ti3Al and TiAl at room
temperature. For the third sub-layer (from x ¼ 200 to 400
mm), the aluminum concentration range is from about 15 to
25mol%. The equilibrium phase at 1473K is beta-titanium.
On the other hand, the equilibrium phases at room temper-
ature are alpha-titanium and Ti3Al. It is noteworthy that the
first layer is in close contact to the second layer, and a graded
concentration profile is observed in the area from the second
layer to the titanium matrix.

Various alloys and intermetallic compounds have been
considered as functional materials. Microchannel devices
with a functional lining may have numerous new uses.

However, this process has the following crucial limita-
tions.
(1) Precise bending and bonding of the wire are required to

fabricate a microchannel network with a complicatedly
diverged configuration.

(2) The sacrificial-core metal is limited to metal that can be
formed into a wire.

(3) The cross-sectional configuration and size of the
microchannel cannot be changed gradually or locally.

(4) It is difficult to control the distribution of alloying
elements in the sacrificial core. Therefore, this process
cannot control the composition or structure of the
microchannel lining by addition of a third element.

We proposed a new microchanneling process to overcome
above difficulties.10) A shaped compound of a metal powder
and an organic binder are used as the sacrificial core in our

process instead of metal wire. A powder-binder compound
with plasticity or fluidity is formed into the intended shape by
a micro-injection process. Configuration of the process is
similar to inkjet printing or pen plotting.

An alloy powder or a mixed powder containing a third
element can be used as the sacrificial-core metal in our free-
form microchanneling process. Therefore, control of the
composition or structure of the microchannel lining will be
possible.

In the present study, we examined the feasibility of the
free-form microchanneling process with more practical
conditions than the previous report.10) We also investigated
the potential to realize a functional microchannel lining by
third-element addition to the sacrificial-core metal.

2. Experimental Procedure

2.1 Free-form microchanneling process
Figure 3 presents an outline of the free-form microchan-

neling process.10) The structural metal for the device is
designated as the body metal in the figure, and the material
that gives the shape of the microchannel is specified as the
sacrificial core. The sacrificial core is produced from a
mixture of an organic binder and a powder metal (sacrificial-
core metal) with a lower melting temperature than the body
metal.

In our experiments, a body-metal powder compact
containing a shaped sacrificial core was sintered at a

Fig. 2 Structure and aluminum-concentration profile in a lining layer

formed in a Ti-Al specimen produced from titanium powder and

aluminum wire.7) The gray bands described in the concentration-profile

graph show the concentration ranges of the equilibrium phases at the

sintering temperature, 1473K.
Fig. 3 Schematic illustration of the concept of the free-form micro-

channeling process.
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temperature between the melting points of the body metal
and the sacrificial-core metal. We examined four combina-
tions of body metal and sacrificial-core metal: (1) Titanium
(body metal) and aluminum (sacrificial-core metal), (2)
Nickel and aluminum, (3) Copper and tin, and (4) Iron and
copper. Table 1 lists the purity and average particle size of
each metal powder. The corresponding phase diagram11) for
each of the combinations (1), (2) and (3) indicates the
possibility of formation of intermetallic compounds by a
reaction between the body metal and the sacrificial-core
metal. In contrast, only body-metal-based solid solutions
form for the combination (4).

The organic binder was prepared from yellow wax and
pine resin blended in a mass ratio of 1:1, which was mixed
with a sacrificial-core metal powder in a given volume ratio
(1:1) to produce the sacrificial-core compound. The com-
pound was extruded into a wire 0.5mm in diameter.
Figures 4(a) and (b) depicts the wire and our extrusion
equipment. The wire was cut to a 15mm length for the
sacrificial core.

A given mass of the body-metal powder (6.5 g for titanium,
12.9 g for nickel, 13.2 g for copper and 11.3 g for iron),
including the sacrificial core, was cold-pressed into a
cylindrical green compact in a metal mold using unidirec-
tional pressure. The green compact had a diameter of 20mm.
Figure 5(a) schematically illustrates the green compact.
Although the initial cross section of the sacrificial core was
round, it was distorted into an oblate figure by unidirectional
pressing, as depicted in Fig. 4(d). Table 2 provides the
pressing pressure for each body metal and the height and
relative density of the compact.

Figure 5(b) presents the heating patterns for the micro-
channeling heat treatment, including dewaxing and sintering.
The organic binder was completely removed by the dewaxing
heat treatment at 573K for 3.6 ks. The sintering temperatures
were 1473K for the green compacts of Ti-Al, Ni-Al and
Fe-Cu systems, and 1123K for that of Cu-Sn system. All
the heat treatments were carried out in an argon gas
atmosphere.

2.2 Experiments on third-element effects
We conducted several microchanneling experiments to

investigate the effects of adding a third element to the
sacrificial-core metal on the microchanneling behavior and
the composition of the lining layer. Titanium was used for the
body metal in these experiments, and the composition of the
sacrificial-core metal was Al-17mol%Cu or Al-34mol%Cu.
The Al-34mol%Cu powder with an average diameter of

35 mm was produced by ingot casting and grinding. The Al-
17mol%Cu powder was prepared by mixing of the Al-
34mol%Cu powder and aluminum powder.

Table 1 Purity and size of the metal powders used for free-form micro-

channeling experiments.

Metal Diameter, d/mm Purity, cp (mass%)

Ti under 45 99

Ni 5 99.8

Cu 45–75 99.9

Fe 45 99

Al 100 99.7

Sn 38 99.99

Fig. 4 Fabrication of the sacrificial core. (a) Schematic of the compound-

extrusion equipment. (b) External appearance of the extrusion equipment

with a filamentous sacrificial-core compound. (c) Optical micrograph of a

cross section of the sacrificial core. (d) Optical micrograph of a cross

section of the sacrificial core after compaction.

Fig. 5 Schematic of the body-metal powder compact with a sacrificial core

(a) and time-temperature patterns for heat treatments (b). Combination of

body metal and sacrificial-core metal: (1) Ti and Al, (2) Ni and Al, (3) Cu

and Sn, and (4) Fe and Cu.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Formation of microchannels
Figure 6 presents examples of optical micrographs of cross

sections of the microchannels fabricated by the free-form
microchanneling process. Each microchannel was formed at
the site initially occupied by the sacrificial core and was
elliptical in shape in the cross section. The oblate shape of the
contour resulted from deformation of the sacrificial core
during press-forming of the green compact. A similar cross-
sectional shape was observed in the microchanneling experi-
ments using titanium powder as the body-metal powder and
aluminum wire as the sacrificial core.7,8) However, it is
possible to fabricate a corrected initial shape of the sacrificial
core in the free-form microchanneling process since the
sacrificial-core compound can be formed easily.

3.2 Constitution of Ti-Al lining layers
Figure 7(a) contains a back-scattered electron image of the

lining layer around the microchannel formed in a Ti-Al
specimen. An EPMA line analysis result is provided in
Fig. 7(b). The aluminum-concentration profile in Fig. 7(b)
indicates that the maximum (about 45mol% or 30mass%) is
near the inner wall of the microchannel depicted in Fig. 7(a);
the concentration gradually decreases toward the titanium
bulk region. The constitution of the equilibrium phase(s)
corresponding to the maximum aluminum concentration was
double-phase [alpha-Ti + TiAl] at the sintering temperature
of 1473K, and was double-phase [Ti3Al + TiAl] below
1437K (see Fig. 8). Therefore, the structure of the micro-
channel lining was considered to be comprised of Ti3Al,

TiAl, or supersaturated solid solution.
The maximum aluminum concentration was 17mol%

when the binder to metal volume ratio of the sacrificial-core
compound was 7:2.10) The above results suggest that
aluminum concentration of the lining layer increases as the

Table 2 Pressing pressure, Pc, resultant size (height, H) and relative

density, Dr, of powder compacts.

Body metal Pc/MPa H/mm Dr (%)

Ti 624 5.4 85

Ni 312 6.7 68

Cu 312 5.9 81

Fe 624 5.9 75

Fig. 6 Optical micrographs showing the formation of microchannels.

Combination of body metal and sacrificial-core metal: (a) Ti and Al, (b) Ni

and Al, (c) Cu and Sn, and (d) Fe and Cu.

Fig. 7 Back-scattered electron image (a) and aluminum-concentration

profile (b) near the microchannel in the Ti-Al specimen.

Fig. 8 Ti-Al binary alloy phase diagram.9)
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volume ratio of aluminum powder in the sacrificial core
increases.

3.3 Effects of third-element addition
Figures 9, 10 and 11 depict the results of the experiments

on the effects of third-element addition to the sacrificial core.
Figure 9 presents optical micrographs of cross sections of the
microchannels fabricated using Al-17mol%Cu and Al-
34mol%Cu sacrificial-core metals. Microchannels formed
in both specimens, as indicated in these photographs. The
cross-sectional contours of the microchannels in Figs. 6(a),
9(a) and 9(b) reveal that the copper addition to the sacrificial-

core metal increases smoothness of the inner wall of the
microchannel, which will be a significant factor in practical
applications. These results may be caused by dissolution of
titanium into copper-rich Al-Cu alloy melt. However, the
detailed mechanism is not clear. Further investigation is
necessary to explain it.

Figure 10 presents a back-scattered electron image of the
lining layer (a) and an EPMA result for the case of Al-
17mol%Cu sacrificial-core metal. Figure 11 shows the case
of Al-34mol%Cu sacrificial-core metal. A bright copper-rich
phase is observed in the microchannel lining in each
specimen. This phase has an almost constant copper
concentration, 10mol%. The aluminum concentration of this
phase, however, decreases with the distance from the
microchannel, x. No such phase has been reported in the
Al-Cu-Ti ternary phase diagrams.12,13)

The average copper concentrations in the region from x ¼
0 to 200 mm were 2.46mol% and 5.83mol% in Figs. 10(b)
and 11(b). These results clearly indicate that the content of
the sacrificial-core metal influenced the composition of the
microchannel lining.

4. Conclusions

We investigated a powder-metallurgical process for
fabricating free-form microchannels and lining alloy layers

Fig. 9 Optical micrographs showing the effect of third-element addition to

the sacrificial core metal on the formation of the microchannel.

Combination of body metal and sacrificial-core metal: (a) Ti and Al-17

mol%Cu, (b) Ti and Al-34mol%Cu.

Fig. 10 Back-scattered electron image (a) and aluminum- and copper-

concentration profiles (b) near the microchannel in the Ti-Al-Cu specimen

produced with Al-17mol%Cu sacrificial-core metal.

Fig. 11 Back-scattered electron image (a) and aluminum- and copper-

concentration profiles (b) near the microchannel in the Ti-Al-Cu specimen

produced with Al-34mol%Cu sacrificial-core metal.
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in metal bodies, and we examined its feasibility for some
metal systems. The results of our investigation can be
summarized as follows.
(1) The microchannels formed in sintered powder com-

pacts of titanium, nickel, copper and iron using a
sacrificial core compound consisting of a metal powder
and an organic binder.

(2) The composition, structure and inner-wall smoothness
of the microchannel lining in the sintered titanium
specimen can be changed by copper addition to the
sacrificial-core metal.
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